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The Scientific Voice
Looking at voice sciences from the practioner's viewpoint, Singing and Voice Science is a unique text aimed towards singers and teachers of
singing who are interested in how the singing voice works by combining modern voice science with teachers' and practioners' knowledge
gained through musical judgement and experience of singing. Modern scientific knowledge of the mechanics of the vocal instrument allows
what is heard to be associated with specific physical coordinators as well as providing a basis for teaching technical skills, for diagnosing and
correcting vocal faults, and for ensuring efficient voice production. This book brings the scientific knowledge into a complete and applicable
body of information using famaliar terms and putting it in the context of musical concerns to the teacher and singer. It includes breath
management, phonation, resonance and articulation, and vocal health. The book was written by an experienced and accomplished singer
and teacher of singing.
This book provides a comprehensive typological account of voice syncretism, focusing on resemblance in formal verbal marking between two
or more of the following seven voices: passives, antipassives, reflexives, reciprocals, anticausatives, causatives, and applicatives. It covers
voice syncretism from both synchronic and diachronic perspectives, and has been structured in a manner that facilitates convenient access to
information about specific patterns of voice syncretism, their distribution and development. The book is based on a survey of voice syncretism
in 222 geographically and genealogically diverse languages, but also thoroughly revisits previous research on the phenomenon. Voice
syncretism is approached systematically by establishing and exploring patterns of voice syncretism that can logically be posited for the seven
voices of focus in the book: 21 simplex patterns when one considers two of the seven voices sharing the same marking (e.g. reflexivereciprocal syncretism), and 99 complex patterns when one considers more than two of the voices sharing the same marking (e.g. reflexivereciprocal-anticausative syncretism). In a similar vein, 42 paths of development can logically be posited if it is assumed that voice marking in
each of the seven voices can potentially develop one of the other six voice functions (e.g. reflexive voice marking developing a reciprocal
function). This approach enables the discussion of both voice syncretism that has received considerable attention in the literature (notably
middle syncretism involving the reflexive, reciprocal, anticausative and/or passive voices) and voice syncretism that has received little or not
treatment in the past (including seemingly contradictory patterns such as causative-anticausative and passive-antipassive syncretism). In the
survey almost all simplex patterns are attested in addition to seventeen complex patterns. In terms of diachrony, evidence is presented and
discussed for twenty paths of development. The book strives to highlight the variation found in voice syncretism across the world’s languages
and encourage further research into the phenomenon.
Now a classic, this is the fundamental text for those seeking a "Spiritual Understanding of Nature on the Basis of Goethe's Method of Training
Observation and Thought." Working out of a detailed history of science, Lehrs reveals to the reader not only how science has been
inescapably led to the illusions it holds today, but more importantly, how the reader may correct in himself these misconceptions brought into
his world view through modern education.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An award-winning psychologist reveals the hidden power of our inner voice and shows how to harness it to
combat anxiety, improve physical and mental health, and deepen our relationships with others. “A masterpiece.”—Angela Duckworth,
bestselling author of Grit • Malcolm Gladwell, Susan Cain, Adam Grant, and Daniel H. Pink’s Next Big Idea Club Winter 2021 Winning
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Selection One of the best new books of the year—The Washington Post, BBC, USA Today, CNN Underscored, Shape, Behavioral Scientist,
PopSugar • Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and Shelf Awareness starred reviews Tell a stranger that you talk to yourself, and you’re
likely to get written off as eccentric. But the truth is that we all have a voice in our head. When we talk to ourselves, we often hope to tap into
our inner coach but find our inner critic instead. When we’re facing a tough task, our inner coach can buoy us up: Focus—you can do this.
But, just as often, our inner critic sinks us entirely: I’m going to fail. They’ll all laugh at me. What’s the use? In Chatter, acclaimed
psychologist Ethan Kross explores the silent conversations we have with ourselves. Interweaving groundbreaking behavioral and brain
research from his own lab with real-world case studies—from a pitcher who forgets how to pitch, to a Harvard undergrad negotiating her
double life as a spy—Kross explains how these conversations shape our lives, work, and relationships. He warns that giving in to negative and
disorienting self-talk—what he calls “chatter”—can tank our health, sink our moods, strain our social connections, and cause us to fold under
pressure. But the good news is that we’re already equipped with the tools we need to make our inner voice work in our favor. These tools are
often hidden in plain sight—in the words we use to think about ourselves, the technologies we embrace, the diaries we keep in our drawers,
the conversations we have with our loved ones, and the cultures we create in our schools and workplaces. Brilliantly argued, expertly
researched, and filled with compelling stories, Chatter gives us the power to change the most important conversation we have each day: the
one we have with ourselves.
Althought there are numerous books dealing with the science and acoustics of speech, there are relatively few that deal with the singing voice
as distinct from the speaking voice. Now, Johan Sundberg's The Science of the Singing Voice—illustrated with over a hundred instructive and
significant diagrams and drawings—thoroughly describes the structure and functions of the vocal organs in singing, from the aerodynamics of
respiration through the dynamics of articulation.
Voice Work: Art and Science in Changing Voices is a key work that addresses the theoretical and experiential aspects common to the
practical vocal work of the three major voice practitioner professions - voice training, singing teaching, and speech and language pathology.
The first half of the book describes the nature of voice work along the normal-abnormal voice continuum, reviews ways in which the
mechanism and function of the voice can be explored, and introduces the reader to an original model of voice assessment, suitable for all
voice practitioners. The second half describes the theory behind core aspects of voice and provides an extensive range of related practical
voice work ideas. Throughout the book, there are a number of case studies drawn from the author's own experiences and a companion
website, providing audio clips to illustrate aspects of the text, can be found at www.wiley.com/go/shewell.
Learning to tell a compelling research story can have a significant impact on your career. It can make you stand out at professional
conferences, on the job market, or during an ideal networking opportunity. It is easy to tell a research story badly. It takes time and effort to
learn to tell a research story well. This compact and engaging volume presents a series of techniques followed by theatre-inspired, field
tested exercises that will help you improve your research presentations. Once you’ve learned how to create a dynamic live performance of
your research story, you may find that this professional obligation is no longer something to dread, and may even become a highlight of your
research experience.

The Moon is at once a face with a thousand expressions and the archetypal planet. Throughout history it has been gazed
upon by people of every culture in every walk of life. From early perceptions of the Moon as an abode of divine forces,
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humanity has in turn accepted the mathematized Moon of the Greeks, the naturalistic lunar portrait of Jan van Eyck, and
the telescopic view of Galileo. Scott Montgomery has produced a richly detailed analysis of how the Moon has been
visualized in Western culture through the ages, revealing the faces it has presented to philosophers, writers, artists, and
scientists for nearly three millennia. To do this, he has drawn on a wide array of sources that illustrate mankind's
changing concept of the nature and significance of heavenly bodies from classical antiquity to the dawn of modern
science. Montgomery especially focuses on the seventeenth century, when the Moon was first mapped and its features
named. From literary explorations such as Francis Godwin's Man in the Moone and Cyrano de Bergerac's L'autre monde
to Michael Van Langren's textual lunar map and Giambattista Riccioli's Almagestum novum, he shows how Renaissance
man was moved by the lunar orb, how he battled to claim its surface, and how he in turn elevated the Moon to a new
level in human awareness. The effect on human imagination has been cumulative: our idea of the Moon, and therefore
the planets, is multilayered and complex, having been enriched by associations played out in increasingly complicated
harmonies over time. We have shifted the way we think about the lunar face from a "perfect" body to an earthlike one,
with corresponding changes in verbal and visual expression. Ultimately, Montgomery suggests, our concept of the Moon
has never wandered too far from the world we know best—the Earth itself. And when we finally establish lunar bases and
take up some form of residence on the Moon's surface, we will not be conquering a New World, fresh and mostly
unknown, but a much older one, ripe with history.
This book is about recent research in the area of profiling humans from their voice, which seeks to deduce and describe
the speaker's entire persona and their surroundings from voice alone. It covers several key aspects of this technology,
describing how the human voice is unique in its ability to both capture and influence the human persona -- how, in some
ways, voice is more potent and valuable then DNA and fingerprints as a metric, since it not only carries information about
the speaker, but also about their current state and their surroundings at the time of speaking. It provides a
comprehensive review of advances made in multiple scientific fields that now contribute to its foundations. It describes
how artificial intelligence enables mechanisms of discovery that were not possible before in this context, driving the field
forward in unprecedented ways. It also touches upon related and relevant challenges posed by voice disguise and other
mechanisms of voice manipulation. The book acts as a good resource for academic researchers, and for professional
agencies in many areas such as law enforcement, healthcare, social services, entertainment etc.
All you ever wanted to know about the female voice but you never dared to ask by the leading world expert, Dr. Jean
Abitbol! Enriched with numerous fascinating anecdotes, this exciting book covers the journey of the female voice and its
development and impact on others from motherhood to old age. And the journey is full of surprises with answers to
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fascinating questions. Does voice have a sex? Is that voice sexual or hormonal? Is it genetic or epigenetic? Why do
female voices change less at puberty than men’s voices? How does a woman’s voice change during her menstrual
cycle? Is the female biological clock still a mystery? How and why is the voice the target of the sexual hormones? What
kind of treatments are we using today-from contraceptive pills, hormonal replacement therapy to alternative medicine-that
affect the voice and how do they affect it? Is a woman’s voice damaged after the hormonal “earthquake” that takes
place when she is in her fifties? Could we avoid or prevent the aging voice in women? What are the specific pathologies
affecting the female vocal folds? What are the links between diet, hygiene, and exercise, and how do they affect the
female voice? Like a ship on the waves of the sea of life, the female voice, a life-space-time continuum, travels through
the winds of emotion and hormonal changes brought about by aging. Dr. Jean Abitbol guides the reader through these
changes, mapping the female voice’s journey through life. With his guidance, you will come to see and to understand the
emotion, the power, the seduction, the force, and the charm of the female voice and how they converge to make up the
female persona.
Voice Science, Second Edition was designed to provide speech-language pathologists and other members of the voice
team with a thorough grounding in the anatomical, physiological, and mechanical aspects of voice production, as well as
an introduction to cutting-edge research in voice science. This book is a valuable asset for teachers and students in
communication sciences, as well as otolaryngologists, speech-language pathologists, singing and voice teachers, and
professional voice users. An explosion of new knowledge has occurred in our time in the field of voice. The voice is one
of our most critical communication tools. Therefore, voice disorders have a large impact on daily life for a great number of
people. The interdisciplinary expertise of numerous authors has been invaluable in the preparation of this text. The book
opens with introductory information about the physics of sound, and it goes on to discuss the anatomy and physiology of
the voice, including neuroanatomy and the mechanics of vocal fold aging. It ends with chapters on voice care, exercise
physiology, and forensic voice care. New to this edition: New chapters on topics such as laryngeal development and on
exercise physiology, which is critical to understanding voice training and rehabilitation.Substantial additions to chapters
on medical genetic issues, clinical anatomy and physiology, and processing of musical information.References have
been updated throughout to reflect the current literature.A selection of new authors who provide an interdisciplinary
approach.Many chapters have been rewritten extensively to include the most recent information. Voice Science, Second
Edition is ideal for speech-language pathology students and clinicians and is suitable for classroom use as well as for
reference.
This volume has been designed to provide speech-language pathologists and other members of the voice team with a
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thorough grounding in the anatomical, physiological and mechanical aspects of voice production, as well as an
introduction to cutting-edge research in voice science.
Speech perception has been the focus of innumerable studies over the past decades. While our abilities to recognize
individuals by their voice state plays a central role in our everyday social interactions, limited scientific attention has been
devoted to the perceptual and cerebral mechanisms underlying nonverbal information processing in voices. The Oxford
Handbook of Voice Perception takes a comprehensive look at this emerging field and presents a selection of current
research in voice perception. The forty chapters summarise the most exciting research from across several disciplines
covering acoustical, clinical, evolutionary, cognitive, and computational perspectives. In particular, this handbook offers
an invaluable window into the development and evolution of the 'vocal brain', and considers in detail the voice processing
abilities of non-human animals or human infants. By providing a full and unique perspective on the recent developments
in this burgeoning area of study, this text is an important and interdisciplinary resource for students, researchers, and
scientific journalists interested in voice perception.
One of the most inspirational voices in science today, Neil deGrasse Tyson is somebody with a contagious passion for
his field of work. Although not as well known outside America, he is one of the few members of the scientific community
who is truly able to effectively communicate complex concepts to the common man. This book brings together some of
his most interesting comments on a number of different subjects.
This comprehensive book explores the many facets of measuring voice quality. Voice quality is a concept that is widely recognized and
applied, yet very difficult to define in a way that is universally satisfactory. A number of experts consider such topics as perceptual
assessment, instrumental (objective) assessment, and various voice states and disorders. Contributors with a wide scope of experience
present perspectives and ideas on how voice quality can be assessed with improved validity and reliability.
"Looking at voice science from the practitioner's viewpoint, Singing and Science: Body, Brain and Voice is a comprehensive book for all those
interested in how the singing voice works. It has application to singers, teachers of singing, music educators, choral conductors, voice
scientists, and speech-language pathologists and physical therapists working with singers. The title reflects a major change since the first
edition of Singing and Voice Science in 2000. That is that new technology has facilitated neuroscience research, making available information
on the role of brain and mind in music learning, in language, and in psychomotor learning and performance. The text explores modern voice
science and scientific findings in the context of musical concerns of the singer. Modern scientific knowledge of the mechanics of the vocal
instrument allows what is heard to be associated with specific physical co-ordinations as well as providing a basis for teaching technical skills,
for diagnosing and correcting vocal faults, and for ensuring efficient voice production. This science is put into an applicable body of
information under familiar terms, such as breath management, phonation, resonance and articulation, and vocal health. The text also
examines the relationship between music and language and how singers approach conveying both linguistic and musical meanings. The
growing knowledge in the fields of neuroscience and cognition is applied to how the singer works as a musical instrument, in terms of
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embodying the technical aspects of voice in a holistic way capable of conveying musical, linguistic and emotional meanings to an audience.
This informs an efficient approach to teaching and learning" -- Publisher website.
A New York Times bestselling writer explores what our unique sonic signature reveals about our species, our culture, and each one of us.
Finally, a vital topic that has never had its own book gets its due. There’s no shortage of books about public speaking or language or song.
But until now, there has been no book about the miracle that underlies them all—the human voice itself. And there are few writers who could
take on this surprisingly vast topic with more artistry and expertise than John Colapinto. Beginning with the novel—and compelling—argument
that our ability to speak is what made us the planet’s dominant species, he guides us from the voice’s beginnings in lungfish millions of
years ago to its culmination in the talent of Pavoratti, Martin Luther King Jr., and Beyoncé—and each of us, every day. Along the way, he
shows us why the voice is the most efficient, effective means of communication ever devised: it works in all directions, in all weathers, even in
the dark, and it can be calibrated to reach one other person or thousands. He reveals why speech is the single most complex and intricate
activity humans can perform. He travels up the Amazon to meet the Piraha, a reclusive tribe whose singular language, more musical than any
other, can help us hear how melodic principles underpin every word we utter. He heads up to Harvard to see how professional voices are
helped and healed, and he ventures out on the campaign trail to see how demagogues wield their voices as weapons. As far-reaching as this
book is, much of the delight of reading it lies in how intimate it feels. Everything Colapinto tells us can be tested by our own lungs and mouths
and ears and brains. He shows us that, for those who pay attention, the voice is an eloquent means of communicating not only what the
speaker means, but also their mood, sexual preference, age, income, even psychological and physical illness. It overstates the case only
slightly to say that anyone who talks, or sings, or listens will find a rich trove of thrills in This Is the Voice.
Written to save careers one voice at a time through scientifically proven methods and advice, this resource teaches people how to protect
and improve one of their most valuable assets: their speaking voice. Simple explanations of vocal anatomy and up-to-date instruction for
vocal injury prevention are accompanied by illustrations, photographs, and FAQs. An audio CD of easy-to-follow vocal-strengthening
exercises—including Hum and Chew, Puppy Dog Whimper, Sirens, Lip Trills, and Tongue Twisters—is also included, along with information on
breathing basics, vocal-cord vibration, and working with students who have medical complications such as asthma, acid reflux, or anxiety.
Condensed version of "Your Voice: An Inside View," including chapters on listening, anatomy, breathing, phonation, vocal health, resonance,
voice analysis, articulation, and hearing. The current volume incorporates fundamental information about voice science and pedagogy,
presented in a way that is engaging and easy to understand. Now included 52 pages with color images.
An accessible scientific explanation for the traditional rules of voice leading, including an account of why listeners find some musical textures
more pleasing than others. Voice leading is the musical art of combining sounds over time. In this book, David Huron offers an accessible
account of the cognitive and perceptual foundations for this practice. Drawing on decades of scientific research, including his own awardwinning work, Huron offers explanations for many practices and phenomena, including the perceptual dominance of the highest voice,
chordal-tone doubling, direct octaves, embellishing tones, and the musical feeling of sounds “leading” somewhere. Huron shows how
traditional rules of voice leading align almost perfectly with modern scientific accounts of auditory perception. He also reviews pertinent
research establishing the role of learning and enculturation in auditory and musical perception. Voice leading has long been taught with
reference to Baroque chorale-style part-writing, yet there exist many more musical styles and practices. The traditional emphasis on Baroque
part-writing understandably leaves many musicians wondering why they are taught such an archaic and narrow practice in an age of stylistic
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diversity. Huron explains how and why Baroque voice leading continues to warrant its central pedagogical status. Expanding beyond choralstyle writing, Huron shows how established perceptual principles can be used to compose, analyze, and critically understand any kind of
acoustical texture from tune-and-accompaniment songs and symphonic orchestration to jazz combo arranging and abstract electroacoustic
music. Finally, he offers a psychological explanation for why certain kinds of musical textures are more likely to be experienced by listeners
as pleasing.
Your Voice Is Your Business: The Science and Art of Communication, Second Edition combines the latest in voice research and technology
with the most powerful, state-of-the-art presentation skills and methods. The result is an integrated and comprehensive approach to
connecting the technically based aspects of voice production with an applied, skill-based grasp of interpersonal effectiveness. This text
serves as both a practical handbook and a resource on human vocal production in real-world settings. Relevant techniques of positioning,
gesture, and paraverbals are incorporated in the study of successful voice presentation. Additionally, technical information is integrated into
the text and reviewed at the end of each chapter. This second edition responds to the readers' desire for an expansion of the topics,
illustrations, and techniques found particularly effective in the first edition, and provides new information reported in recent speech-language
pathology literature in two brand-new chapters with vivid, powerful, and direct explanations and exercises. Your Voice Is Your Business The
Science and Art of Communication, Second Editionhas been designed for ease of use for the student of voice science or anyone eager to
use their communication abilities to their best advantage at work, on stage, or in everyday life. This text includes terminology and references
suitable to the serious student of the voice, as well as detailed, realistic scenarios to further any professional's knowledge on the art of human
communication, and will be a staple in multiple fields including speech-language pathology, communications, theater and drama, and
business. Disclaimer: Please note that ancillary content (such documents, audio, and video) may not be included as published in the original
print version of this book.

FEATURES
Performance demands on the tenor exceed those of every other vocal category, often necessitating more vocal stamina and
greater dramatic subtlety. Moreover, teaching the several categories of the tenor voice presents teachers of singing with a series
of problems not encountered with any other voice type. The tenor voice remains, in short, a mystery to most audiences and
teachers alike. Training Tenor Voices presents a unique combination of historical and pedagogical information on how tenors sing.
Designed as a practical program for singers, teachers, and voice professionals, the book places emphasis on the special nature of
the tenor voice and the proper physiological functioning that leads to the establishment of vocal proficiency. It supplies practical
information on instruction for each category of the tenor voice; recommends the kinds of literature to sing and to avoid; and
provides an effective system for voice building, including registration factors, techniques for breath coordination, vowel
modification ("covering"), resonance balancing, range extension, the development of vocal agility, and maintaining the high
tessitura and sostenuto. The book also includes dozens of technical exercises; numerous anatomical illustrations; musical
examples; the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols; unique spectrographic analyses of such famous tenors as Jussi
Bjoerling, Franco Corelli, Placido Domingo and Luciano Pavarotti; a glossary of terms; and a bibliography.
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Massively expanded to 106 chapters in three volumes, and fully revised throughout, the third edition of Professional Voice: the
Science and Art of Clinical Care provides a practical understanding of most specialized aspects of clinical care of professional
voice users in particular, as well as most of the information necessary to provide state of the art diagnosis and treatment for any
patient with a voice disorder. In a single, convenient source it gives most of the information a voice care professional or performer
might want to know about voice care. While written primarily for physicians, this comprehensive work is also designed to be used
by (and written in language accessible to) speech-language pathologists, voice teachers, performers and others involved in the
care and maintenance of the human voice. Indeed, even the most sophisticated basic science chapters provide enough
introductory information to render them accessible to readers without a science background. - Publisher.
This handbook is currently in development, with individual articles publishing online in advance of print publication. At this time, we
cannot add information about unpublished articles in this handbook, however the table of contents will continue to grow as
additional articles pass through the review process and are added to the site. Please note that the online publication date for this
handbook is the date that the first article in the title was published online.
Traces the history of deafness, and discusses philosophical arguments concerning the senses
A deconstruction of gender through the voices of Siri, HAL 9000, and other computers that talk Although computer-based personal
assistants like Siri are increasingly ubiquitous, few users stop to ask what it means that some assistants are gendered female,
others male. Why is Star Trek’s computer coded as female, while HAL 9000 in 2001: A Space Odyssey is heard as male? By
examining how gender is built into these devices, author Liz W. Faber explores contentious questions around gender: its
fundamental constructedness, the rigidity of the gender binary, and culturally situated attitudes on male and female embodiment.
Faber begins by considering talking spaceships like those in Star Trek, the film Dark Star, and the TV series Quark, revealing the
ideologies that underlie space-age progress. She then moves on to an intrepid decade-by-decade investigation of computer
voices, tracing the evolution from the masculine voices of the ’70s and ’80s to the feminine ones of the ’90s and ’00s. Faber
ends her account in the present, with incisive looks at the film Her and Siri herself. Going beyond current scholarship on robots
and AI to focus on voice-interactive computers, The Computer’s Voice breaks new ground in questions surrounding media,
technology, and gender. It makes important contributions to conversations around the gender gap and the increasing acceptance
of transgender people.
Scientific writing is often dry, wordy, and difficult to understand. But, as Anne E. Greene shows in Writing Science in Plain
English,writers from all scientific disciplines can learn to produce clear, concise prose by mastering just a few simple principles.
This short, focused guide presents a dozen such principles based on what readers need in order to understand complex
information, including concrete subjects, strong verbs, consistent terms, and organized paragraphs. The author, a biologist and an
experienced teacher of scientific writing, illustrates each principle with real-life examples of both good and bad writing and shows
how to revise bad writing to make it clearer and more concise. She ends each chapter with practice exercises so that readers can
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come away with new writing skills after just one sitting. Writing Science in Plain English can help writers at all levels of their
academic and professional careers—undergraduate students working on research reports, established scientists writing articles
and grant proposals, or agency employees working to follow the Plain Writing Act. This essential resource is the perfect
companion for all who seek to write science effectively.
We live immersed in thought. But do we actually know what a thought is? To answer this question, psychology professor Charles Fernyhough
draws on everything from neuroscience to literary history to grasp the true nature of this most inscrutable of acts: thinking. Whether a
medieval saint who hears voices or a writer absorbed in an imagined world, a daydreamer riding the subway or a captivated reader, we
experience thought as a creative inner dialogue featuring multiple voices. Fernyhough uses this conception to demystify mental illness,
showing that imagining voices is intimately linked to the feeling of artistic production. Drawing on literature, film, and psychology, as well as
cognitive science, The Voices Within is a poetic venture into the depths of our mind. It will revolutionize the way we hear and understand the
voices in our heads.
Foundations of Voice Studies provides a comprehensive description and analysis of the multifaceted role that voice quality plays in human
existence. Offers a unique interdisciplinary perspective on all facets of voice perception, illustrating why listeners hear what they do and how
they reach conclusions based on voice quality Integrates voice literature from a multitude of sources and disciplines Supplemented with
practical and approachable examples, including a companion website with sound files at www.wiley.com/go/voicestudies Explores the choice
of various voices in advertising and broadcasting, and voice perception in singing voices and forensic applications Provides a straightforward
and thorough overview of vocal physiology and control
Obesity and Voice: Current Views and Future Trends examines obesity-related voice research and suggests future research trends on the
link between weight loss, weight gain, obesity, and phonation. Obesity is becoming one of the leading causes of disabilities and death. This
unique text highlights the various means by which excessive weight, and weight loss, may jeopardize voice quality and endurance. All three
components of voice production, the respiratory system and abdominal back and thoracic muscles as the power source, the vocal folds as
the oscillator, and the vocal tract as the resonator, are targets of anatomic and systemic obesity-induced changes. Consequently, phonatory
effects of obesity are inevitable. Considering the epidemic nature of obesity, obesity-related voice research is a critical topic for anyone
interested in conditions affecting the voice, especially professional voice users and physicians.
Intended for the basic course in speech and voice science in communication disorders departments, this book is a definitive textbook for
beginning students with little background in voice and speech sciences and disorders. Instructors will appreciate the appropriate details on
the physics, acoustics and physiology of voice and speech as well as the feeling of being in the lab while research takes place.
Tracing the language of science through time and across cultures, Scott Montgomery examines its character, evolution, and cultural origins,
and shows the profound influence language has had on scientific thought, discovery, and progress. Drawing on examples from a range of
sciences, he shows how the choice of language and metaphors leads to different scientific insights. This process is illustrated through
discussions of military metaphors in biomedical writings, a comparison between Japanese and English science, and a fascinating
examination of the English translation of Freud's work and how it compares to the original German edition.
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